COPYWRITING EDIT
ABOUT US (ORIGINAL)
India’s Granite is a Bengaluru based firm that was established with an aim to sell natural stones
to domestic as well as international markets. The idea emerged from the realization of a huge
demand of natural stones in the world. These stones were mainly Indian Granite's, Sandstone's,
Slates, Basalt and Lime stones. These stones are mainly used for flooring, wall cladding,
outdoor pavings in gardens and other places.
The production line of India’s Granite is strategically located in a place in India which has a
rich granite belt. Thus the firm has an uninterrupted supply of raw materials and can supply the
finished granite products to the clients. Our affiliatesare bid winners of regular auctions done
by government in Tamil Nadu and Karnataka which covers approximately 300 colors of
granite.
Thus, our affiliates are always collaborating with Foreign Quarry owners from Norway, Spain,
Italy and Brazil for procurement of blocks for barter substructures. These blocks are then
processed in India not only into Polished slabs but also in other various finishes like Flamed,
Honed, Leather, Bush hammered and Laparto and re-exported world wide. Internatio na l
inspection agencies like bureau Veritas, SGS, Lloyds are hired to satisfy International clients
at all levels of supply.
The company also exports a wide variety of other products ranging from Natural Split Finish
Basalt, Slate, Sandstones and lime stones. pioneer in exporting Modular Granite Tiles, Granite
Treads, kerbstones & Sets (Cobble Stone).
As an Indian Natural Granite and Natural Stone trader we care for quality of Stone right from
the initial stages of block procurement, cutting of material into slabs, polishing,
packing/stacking and stuffing in containers. We have the most modern machines of
International standards with technologically advanced processing systems that are used to
manufacture these stones
We also upgrade the services as well as these machineries on timely basis to provide best
quality products to our customers. Our systems not only meet the international standards but
have up to date technology which makes our products efficient and safe as they strictly adhere
to the international health, safety and environmental rules.
Moreover, we have a system in place which ensures prompt delivery of products. We have an
efficient supply chain management process which makes our products cost effective as well as
provide prompt and safe delivery to our customers in the market. We wish to maintain our
brand which is known in the market for providing cost effective and quality products.

ABOUT US (EDITED)
Our pioneer firm, India's Granite is a Bengaluru based firm which supplies natural stones in
domestic as well International markets. Before it started, there was a huge demand of Natural
Stones in the world which was increasing day by day and with the aim to fulfil this demand,
we came into existence with an aim to provide best quality of stones and a huge variety to
choose from.
India is one of the biggest natural stone producers and a home to many types of natural stones
such as Granite's, Sandstone's, Slates, Basalt and Lime stones. These stones are used for all
types of flooring, wall cladding, outdoor paving’s in gardens and other applications.
We have established our supply chain in India’s rich granite belt. This strategy has proven to
be very effective as it provides us an uninterrupted supply of raw materials. The benefits are
obvious – Production is more cost effective than competition, a strategic advantage which is
further reciprocated as a cost advantage for customers as they could procure the stones at better
rates; Another benefit is our ability to fulfil orders within required timeframe because of the
easy availability of raw material.
Our principle suppliers are known for winning many government bids in Tamil Nadu and
Karnataka because of the lower costs, the region has wide array of stocks available in 300
different colours. These affiliates have been collaborating with Foreign Quarry owners from
Norway, Spain, Italy and Brazil to procure blocks for barter substructures.
These structures once procured arrive at our factory from where they are processed and
exported to multiple countries at competitive prices. This price advantage can be credited to
the low cost of labour in India and an ever increasing demand of these stones. A similar strategy
has been followed by these quarry owners while they procure from us with a cost advantage to
further process in their countries.
The blocks are processed into Polished Slabs. At times they are given other finishing’s such as
Flamed, Honed, Leather, Bush hammered and Laparto to re-exported worldwide.
There exists several inspection agencies that can be hired by clients but we provide an
advantage with hiring these agencies themselves to satisfy the International clients who do not
need to take this plunge. The service is provided at all the levels of supply. We also export a
wide variety of other products ranging from Natural Split Finish Basalt, Slate, Sandstones and
lime stones.
We care for our customers and that is why we take care of the quality of our products right
from the beginning – procurement, cutting of materials into slabs, polishing, packing or
stacking, stuffing in containers – every stage is tested for quality. The materials are processed
by the modern machines of International standards with technologically advanced systems.
Moreover, these machineries are upgraded from time to time in order ensure that we always
give the best quality to our customers. Our products are safe and our processes are efficie nt.
All our products are produced as per international health, safety and environmental rules.
We have a system in place which provides prompt and safe deliveries to our customers with an
efficient supply chain which also makes these products cost effective for them. Our strength is
cost effectiveness with availability of quality products and we strive every day to maintain our
core.

